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QUALITY INSPECTIONS IN CHINA 

 

In China, quality control is an absolute must. Inspections of products at different stages of the 

production process are part of good manufacturing quality control.  These inspections help to 

ensure that all your requirements, specifications and criteria are being incorporated and 

implemented accordingly by the manufacturer. 

In an effort to ensure that the supplier complies with your specifications, it is necessary to 

engage the services of a quality inspector to undertake a Factory Audit (FA). The FA will reveal 

whether or not the manufacturer has the capability to produce your product to your quality 

standards prior to placing an order. The audit involves the evaluation of the factory’s 

production capability, manpower, skill level of workers, manufacturing environment, machinery 

and equipment and other related elements. An audit of this nature could provide you with a 

clear picture of your prospective manufacturer.   

The auditor’s report will provide information on the factory, production equipment and 

capacity, its quality assurance system, technical standard, research and development, supplier 

management, hygiene, environment and security, and social accountability. 
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Notwithstanding the factory audit, there are many facets of performing quality inspections that 

are available to Buyers.  Subsequent to the approval of the manufacturer through the factory 

audit process, quality inspectors can conduct an Initial Quality Inspection (IQI) which ensures 

that your specification is understood by your factory. This is an on-site inspection carried out 

before productions begins, detecting any potential flaws in the production preparation period, 

avoiding unnecessary reengineering work later. An IQI is the first step to ensure that the quality 

of your product will be consistent throughout production. 

Quality control monitoring carried out During Production Inspections (DPI) includes the 

evaluation of samples of your product during the manufacturing process. This inspection takes 

place on-site and is normally performed when 20-80% of your production is completed. Your 

quality inspector randomly selects units from all completed batches of goods. This confirms the 

quality of your product and allows for any necessary changes to be made prior to the end of 

production.  

Without a doubt, Pre-Shipment Inspection (PSI) is extremely important. This level of inspection 

allows for faster and easier resolution of an identified problem.  PSI is a systematic inspection of 

units selected at random from all batches of your order. It is conducted when at least 80% of 

your order is complete. During a pre-shipment inspection, an inspector visits the factory and 

applies industry standard processes to comprehensively review and test your goods, ensuring it 

meets the specification agreed upon between the Buyer and the supplier.  

Container Loading Inspections (CLI) ensures that your goods are loaded safely and according to 

your specific requirements. During the CLI, the quality inspector will select cartons at random to 

confirm that each carton contains your product and quantities, ensuring that the quality 

matches your specification and all packaging has the appropriate barcodes, labelling and other 

parameters.  The auditor supervises the entire container loading process.  

Buyers have the option to institute Production Monitoring Inspections (PMI) as another form 

of quality control. PMI involves the posting of a quality inspector on-site during the production 

cycle who enforces your specifications and randomly selects units for inspection while 

simultaneously identifying and eliminating defects. PMI confirms that production, materials, 

quality and schedules are at the desired levels. Additionally, completion status reports are sent 

to you daily ensuring that you are kept abreast of the entire manufacturing process. 
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One of the key attributes of quality control is communication. Therefore, throughout the entire 

quality inspection and control process, you / your agent and the manufacturer must maintain 

constant communication to relay information, samples, and pictures for approval before, 

during, and after production. By doing this process, you’ll save yourself a lot of headaches down 

the road.  

Ideally, product inspections at all stages of the production process will ensure maximum 

protection. However, this can be considered costly. The majority of buyers will choose to 

inspect at two or three steps of production with the most popular inspections being During 

Production Inspections (DPI) and Pre-shipment Inspections (PMI).  

At INVENI we can help you determine the best option for your company. We offer the full range 

of quality inspections detailed in this article inclusive of Supplier verification services and 

customised trade tours for business delegations, an opportunity for companies to meet with 

manufacturers and suppliers face to face and visit factories. To obtain more information, visit 

our website at www.invenitt.com or send us an email to info@invenitt.com.   
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